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VHA Office of Health Information (OHI) Section 508 
Section 508 Checklist for Web-based Internet Information and Applications 

Below are the checklist and best practices for providing web pages, web-based documents (including formats such as 
PDF, Microsoft Word and PowerPoint) and web applications that conform to Section 508.  

For questions or assistance completing this document, contact the VHA 10P7A Section 508 mail group. 

Application	
Name/Version	#	

Project	Manager	Name/Signature	 508	Compliance	Name/Signature	 Date	

    

 
1194.22	 Checkpoint	 Yes No	 N/A	 Comments
(a) A text equivalent for every non-text element shall be 

provided (e.g., via "alt", "longdesc", or in element content). 
    

a.1 Are ALT attributes provided for all images? * * *  

a.1.a Is alternative text provided for image-type buttons in forms? * * *  

a.1.b Are complex images (such as charts or graphs) 
accompanied by appropriately descriptive text (such as with 
the longdesc attribute)? 

* * *  

a.1.c Are ALT attributes provided for area elements of client-side 
image maps? 

* * *  

a.2 Does the alternative text concisely convey the meaning 
and/or intent of the image it accompanies? 

* * *  

a.2.a Are empty ALT attributes (““) provided for images used for 
decorative and/or layout purposes (including spacers)? 

* * *  

a.2.b Are empty ALT attributes (““) provided for images that are 
list bullets? 

* * *  

a.2.c For PDF documents, are artifacts and remnants grouped 
and tagged appropriately? 

* * *  

a.2.d Are mathematical formulas provided through appropriate 
mark up or as text? 

* * *  

a.2.e Do simulated controls like tree and outline components, 
page tabs and menus provide textual name, type, state and 
level information? 

* * *  

a.3 Are text equivalents provided for background, animated 
and interactive content? 

* * *  

a.3.a Is alternative text provided for progress bars and progress 
images? 

* * *  

a.3.b Do CSS background images that convey meaning have 
textual equivalents? 

* * *  

a.3.c Are ALT attributes provided for animated images? * * *  

a.3.d Is a non-animated equivalent or method to step through 
animated content available? 

* * *  

a.3.e Does screen transition animation settle within 5 seconds? * * *  

a.3.f Are there text equivalents for audio information (including 
transcripts of spoken information)? 

* * *  

a.3.g Do video files have audio equivalents or full-text 
descriptions? 

* * *  

a.3.h Are ALT attributes provided for applets? * * *  
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1194.22	 Checkpoint	 Yes No	 N/A	 Comments
a.3.i Are electronic files (such as .pdf, .doc and .ppt) accessible 

or do they have text equivalents? 
* * *  

a.3.j Are text equivalents provided for embedded elements that 
are not detected by assistive technologies? 

* * *  

a.3.k Are text equivalents provided for scanned information, 
including handwritten documents?  

* * *  

(b) Equivalent alternatives for any multimedia presentation 
shall be synchronized with the presentation. 

    

b.1 Is synchronized captioning provided for audio content in 
videos? 

* * *  

b.2 Are clear and meaningful audio descriptions of visual 
content provided and synchronized in the video? 

* * *  

(c) Web pages shall be designed so that all information 
conveyed with color is also available without color, for 
example from context or markup. 

    

c.1 Where color is used to convey meaning, are text, icons or 
symbols provided to convey the same meaning? For 
example: 
 Task 1  Task 2 (*IMPORTANT*)  Task 3 

* * *  

c.2 Does the page or document avoid using color alone to 
convey non-textual information? 

* * *  

c.2.a Is a text or symbolic indicator provided along with color to 
show whether an item or control is selected? 

* * *  

c.3 Is information that has been conveyed with color available 
to users who cannot see the screen? 

* * *  

c.3.a Is information that has been conveyed with color still 
available when display colors and contrast have been 
changed? 

* * *  

c.4 Where instructions are given, are actions or controls 
described in terms other than color? For example: 
“Press green Start button” rather than “Press green 
button”. 

* * *  

(d) Documents shall be organized so they are readable without 
requiring an associated style sheet. 

    

d.1 Is the reading order of content and elements correct when 
viewed without style sheets or when read with assistive 
technology? 

* * *  

d.2 With style sheets turned off, is dynamic content rendered 
inline with controls that change it? 

* * *  

d.3 Can user-defined styles be used in the application? * * *  

(e) Redundant text links shall be provided for each active 
region of a server-side image map. 

    

e.1 If the page uses a server-side image map, is there a 
separate set of links that duplicates the functionality 
provided by activating regions of that image map? 

* * *  

(f) Client-side image maps shall be provided instead of server-
side image maps except where the regions cannot be 
defined with an available geometric shape. 
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1194.22	 Checkpoint	 Yes No	 N/A	 Comments
f.1 Are client-side image maps being used instead of server-

side except where the clickable region cannot be defined 
by a circle, rectangle or polygon? 

* * *  

(g) Row and column headers shall be identified for data tables.     

g.1 Are the header elements for a data table provided in the 
same table as the content? 

* * *  

g.2 Are row and column header cells identified with the <TH> 
tag? 

* * *  

g.3 Do header cells defined for data rows and columns have 
content? 

* * *  

g.4 When it is necessary, such as for row headers, is the scope 
attribute used and appropriately implemented and defined? 

* * *  

g.5 Do all data cells use a <TD> tag? * * *  

g.6 Does each table cell contain only one cell’s worth of 
information? 

* * *  

g.7 Do data and header cells that visually span multiple 
columns or rows use colspan and/or rowspan? 

* * *  

g.8 For multi-page tables in PDF documents, do column 
headers repeat across page breaks? 

* * *  

g.9 Do calendar components presented in tabular format use 
data table elements? 

* * *  

(h) Markup shall be used to associate data cells and header 
cells for data tables that have two or more logical levels of 
row or column headers. 

    

h.1 Do tables with more than one level of header cells (e.g., 
using the colspan or rowspan attributes) use either the 
scope attribute or the combination of headers and id 
attributes to associate data and header cells? 

* * *  

h.2 Do complex tables with more than one level of header 
cells use the combination of headers and id attributes to 
associate data and header cells? 

* * *  

(i) Frames shall be titled with text that facilitates frame 
identification and navigation. 

    

i.1 Do all frames (including blank ones) have descriptive 
titles using both the name and the title attribute for 
identification and navigation?  

* * *  

i.2 Do the name and title attributes identify each frame and 
facilitate user navigation? 

* * *  

(j) Pages shall be designed to avoid causing the screen to 
flicker with a frequency greater than 2 Hz and lower than 55 
Hz. 

    

j.1 Is the flicker so fast that it is unnoticeable?  * * *  

j.2 Is the flicker twice per second or slower? * * *  
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1194.22	 Checkpoint	 Yes No	 N/A	 Comments
(k) A text-only page with equivalent information or 

functionality, shall be provided to make a web site comply 
with the provisions of this part, when compliance cannot 
be accomplished in any other way. The content of the text-
only page shall be updated whenever the primary page 
changes. 

    

k.1 If a page cannot be made accessible, is there an alternate 
text-only page? 

* * *  

k.2 If so, is the content of that page updated whenever the 
primary page changes? 

* * *  

k.3 Does the text-only page provide equivalent functionality? * * *  

(l) When pages utilize scripting languages to display content, 
or to create interface elements, the information provided by 
the script shall be identified with functional text that can be 
read by assistive technology. 

    

l.1 Can the functionality of scripted elements or tagged PDF 
elements (including links in documents) be used with only 
a keyboard? (i.e., no mouse installed) 

* * *  

l.1.a Can menus and sub-menu items be opened from the 
keyboard? 

* * *  

l.1.b Can sortable table columns be sorted with the keyboard? * * *  

l.1.c Are selectable rows selectable from the keyboard? * * *  

l.1.d Are calendar components accessible from the keyboard? * * *  

l.1.e Are tree and outline node components accessible from the 
keyboard? 

* * *  

l.1.f Can embedded elements be navigated through or past with 
the keyboard?  

* * *  

l.1.g Does the tab order of elements make sense? * * *  

l.2 Is keyboard focus visually and programmatically 
discernable? 

* * *  

l.2.a If there are forced focus changes, are they clearly indicated 
to users of assistive technology? 

* * *  

l.2.b Are event handlers that trigger focus changes avoided? * * *  

l.2.c When simulated dialogs and calendars are activated within 
the same window, does focus move to the new information? 

* * *  

l.2.d When the simulated dialog or calendar is closed, does focus 
return to an appropriate position? 

* * *  

l.3 Is all content information of the scripted element available 
to users of assistive technology? 

* * *  

l.3.a Can assistive technology detect change in content? * * *  

l.3.b Do simulated dialogs and calendars indicate the beginning 
and end of content? 

* * *  

l.3.c For simulated dialogs and calendars, do the coding and the 
generated elements appear after   the controls that activate 
them? 

* * *  

l.3.d Do links that spawn simulated dialogs and/or calendars 
indicate that to the user? 

* * *  
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1194.22	 Checkpoint	 Yes No	 N/A	 Comments
l.4 Where settings exist to enable access to assistive 

technology users, are they used correctly?  
* * *  

l.5 If the answers to l.1 thru l.4 are No, then can all of the web 
page functionality be accessed with JavaScript turned off? 

* * *  

(m) When a web page requires that an applet, plug-in or other 
application be present on the client system to interpret 
page content, the page must provide a link to a plug-in or 
applet that complies with §1194.21(a) through (l). 

    

m.1 If a page uses plug-ins, applets, etc., are links to those 
plug-ins, applets, etc. provided? NOTE: Verify that the 
product is on the VA approved tools list at 
http://www.va.gov/viewer.htm. 

* * *  

m.2 Does that software meet the applicable software 
applications and operating system standards in §1194.21 
(a) to (l)? 

* * *  

(n) When electronic forms are designed to be completed on-
line, the form shall allow people using assistive technology 
to access the information, field elements, and functionality 
required for completion and submission of the form, 
including all directions and cues. 

    

n.1 Are buttons labeled using a value attribute that describes 
the purpose of the button? 

* * *  

n.2 Are form fields explicitly labeled using unique and 
meaningful labels and/or title tags that provide important 
information (including “Required”) and the expected input 
format)? 

* * *  

n.3 Are related elements grouped using the appropriate 
structure (such as with the fieldset element with an 
appropriate legend in HTML, or the grouping functions in 
PDF)? 

* * *  

n.3.a Are radio buttons grouped and labeled using the 
appropriate structure? 

* * *  

n.4 Is information laid out so that it is accessed in a logical 
tabbing and reading order? 

* * *  

n.5 Where it exists, is instructive text placed at the beginning 
of a form? 

* * *  

n.6 When error messages are generated, are they easily 
discoverable and clearly indicated to users of assistive 
technology? 

* * *  

n.7 Are there text alternatives to audio cues? * * *  

n.8 Are there audio and visual alternatives provided for 
security measures like CAPTCHA? 

* * *  

(o) A method shall be provided that permits users to skip 
repetitive navigation links. 

    

o.1 If a group of links is repeated over more than one page, is 
there a way to skip over those links? 

* * *  
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1194.22	 Checkpoint	 Yes No	 N/A	 Comments
o.2 Is a valid skip link target present and located before the 

unique content of the page? 
* * *  

(p) When a timed response is required, the user shall be 
alerted and given sufficient time to indicate more time is 
required. 

    

p.1 If the page includes automatic redirects, automatic 
refreshing, etc., is there a warning that alerts the user? 

* * *  

p.2 Is there sufficient time for the user to indicate that 
additional time is required? 

* * *  

 
 
 
 
 
 


